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The AS Roma Academy in Abuja is organizing a
3-phase tryouts session to recruit players with
outstanding capabilities and impeccable
character into its elite teams for both boys and
girls. 

There are up to 100 slots available and
successful candidates will be given full
residential scholarships into the Academy in
Abuja. 

The first phase of the tryouts will be held in all
36 states including the FCT. Top candidates will
then qualify for the next phase which is the
Regional phase. The final tryouts will be held at
the National Stadium in Abuja before final
selections will be made.

These Elite teams will be set up to develop
players that will compete nationally and
internationally. 

AS Roma Academy Abuja is positive it can work
successfully with the relevant stakeholders at all
levels to organize one of Nigeria's biggest and
most comprehensive football tryouts.
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Nigeria's population is growing and more so is its
youth population. Mix that with the general love
for sports and football, we have the opportunity
to provide a portion of the population with the
opportunity to play football as well as develop
all-round.

This opportunity provides much more than just
football playing opportunities, the program will
build the players athletic wise (technical, tactical
and psycho-social development among others)
and otherwise including character building,
leadership development and much more.

In addition, it offers other stakeholders in the
industry a dedicated and trustworthy source for
well groomed players.
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CATEGORIES

BOYS: U13, U15, U17 & U19

GIRLS: U17 & U19



PHASE 1       STATES        14 - 26 JUNE 2021

PHASE 2       REGIONAL    3 - 23  JULY 2021

PHASE 3       NATIONAL    1 - 29 AUGUST 2021
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The first set of tryouts will be done in the states
across Nigeria to grant everyone interested the
opportunity to participate. 

The top performers from the states will
participate in the regional tryouts.

Successful candidates from the various regions
will be invited to Abuja where they will
participate in the final tryouts session. This last
phase of the tryouts will be conducted by AS
Roma Academy coaches from Italy with qualified
UEFA coaching licenses.

PHASE         SECTION             TIME
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100% scholarship into the academy for a
whole year including accomodation and
feeding and enrollment into our partner
secondary schools for those who are still in
school and are from outside the FCT.
Train under the renowned AS Roma
methodology that has produced and is still
producing wonderful talents that excel on
National and International stages.
Players in the elite teams are eligible for our
international experience package in AS Roma
Italy
Players also have the opportunity to be
scouted by AS Roma Scouting Department
Possible International tryouts opportunity and
international tournaments participation for
selected players. 

Phone: +2349152880001 
Email: academy.abuja@asroma.it
Facebook: @abujaacademyasroma
Twitter : @asromaacademyng
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